Introduction
The enumeration method for finite groups, the so-called Todd-Coxeter algorithm, has been described in [2] , [83. The TC algorithm ia a systematic procedure for enumerating the cosets of a subgroup H of finite index in a group G, given a set defining rela'tion for G and words generating H.
Dietze and Schaps D] used Todd-Coxeter method to find all subgroups of a given finite index in a finitely presented group. B.H.Neumann L* 7H modified Todd-Coxeter's algorithm to enumerate cosets in a semigroup, giving however neither a proof of the effectiveness of this method nor a proof that it actually enumerates cosets in a semigroup. A prooif of this fact as well as description of TC algorithm for semigroup has been presented in [5] .
In this paper, a method ia given for finding all ideals of finite index in a given semigroup as well as a proof that the process solves, in a finite number of steps, the problem stated in the title. In thia proof we make use of some fragments of Schreier's theory -appropriately modified for semigroups -which has been described in [4] , [6] .
Preliminaries and the Hilbert-Schreier theorem for semigroup are given in Section 2. Description of the method for finding all ideals of finite index in a given semigroup is A.Jura given in Section 3. In Section 4 we determine all ideals of index 5 in a semigroup presented by | a,"b; a? = b 2 , a 2 b = baj.
2. Hilbert-Schreier*s theorem for semigroups Let H be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 9 be a relation on a semigroup S defined as follower a pb iff either a =b or else both a and b belong to H. Clearly f is a true equivalence relation. Every one--element set [a] , where aeS\H, and H itself form an equivalence class of y . These classes are called also "cosets" of a relation $> . Definition 1. The cardinal number of cosets of a relation y is called the index of a subsemigroup H in a semigroup S.
Let ä = { a-,,...,aQ; u^ = v^,...,ur = vr | be a finite presentation of a semigroup S.
Definition
2. The set f{2), tfi{ 3),... of words in generators of a presentation Jl is said to be a right-sided Schreier system for a presentations of a semigroup S iff 1° if kj^t then the elements, determined by words y(k) and f(t) in S are distinct; 2° p(k) is the shortest word among all words equivalent to f(k) in S; 3° if »(k) = a4 a4 ...a. a. then there exists an h 2 x j integer t<k, such that »(t) = a. a. ...a. 2 x j-1 (soe also the definition of Schreier»s system for group in M, [6]).
A method for determining a right-sided Schreier system for a finitely presented finite semigroup is given in C5D. If a subsemigroup I of S is a two-aided ideal, of S then the relation p is a congruence. The factor semigroup of S modulo p is denoted by S/j and we call S^j the Kees factor semigroup of S modulo I. The coset containing an ideal I is the zero-elament of a factor semigroup S^-. The smallest ideal of a semigroup 5 containing a nonempty subset A of S is called the ideal of S generated by A (see [1] ). Let an; u^ = v^,.. . ,ur = vr J be a finite presentation of a semigroup S. It is well known that 3 factor semigroup S^j is defined by a presentation *1 =|a1,...,an,z; u1=v1 u r =v r' a i z=z >•••> a n z=z » za^=z,...,zan=z, ...,wD=z ,
where an ideal I is generated by element a of 3, determined by words w^,...
Description of the method
Let I be an ideal of index N in S, where S is presented by jt = | a 1 ,... ,a n s a 1 =v 1 ,... ,u r =v r J. Let b 2 ,...,b N belong to S\I. Let us assume that a sequence k 2 ),... of words in generators a^f...,a a) is alphabeticaly ordered, b) belongs to a right-sided Schreier system for a presentation n of a semigroup S, c) determines in S the elements b 2 ,...,bjj.
The process proceeds as follows: If f(k^) is the first, in the alphabetical order, not-numbered word then we mark this word with number 2. If the* first not-numbered word w.| is different than y(k 2 ), then we mark a word w^ with number 0, and we add a double-table corresponding to the relation Let us assume that the words y(k 2 ),..., are numbered by 2,3,... ,m where m<N and some words w^,...,« are numbered by 0. To find the number of the first not-numbered word we proceed as before.
If a word y(kjj) has been numbered by N and there exist not numbered words then we mark, in succession, these words with number 0 and we add double-tables for the relations w^ = z,...,w «z until all words are numbered i.e. closure occurs.
Finally we obtain a presentation such that -a semigroup S^ defined by n^ has N elements exactly, -words z, y(k 2 ),...) determine all different elements of S^, -elements of S determined by words generate an ideal I, such that a semigroup S^ and a factor semigroup S^j are isomorphic» It is a mere-idea, since elements not-belonging to ideal I are unknown. Prom the Theorem it follows that the number of ideals of a given finite index in S is finite.
A.Jara
We now give a method of choice of all sequences of words which generate ideals of index N in S.
A generator z will be numbered by 0. At first we build the Stage I. We enumerate the cosets of S, defined by a presentation tc until a coset numbered by N is determined; we fixe the values, (not necessarily finally), of the function Jf for the integers 1,2,...,N -see [5] . Two other situations must be considered a) Closure occurs after entering into the table of S an integer t<N. A semigroup S has in this case t-1 elements (the empty word is numbered by 1). There does not exist an ideal of index N in S. b) Closure does not result (there exist not-numbered cosets). In this case, N-1 elements of S are already determined. If an ideal I is to be of index N in S, then the remaining elements of S belong to I. We mark not-numbered words with number 0 and we add the double-tables of the relations w1=z,...,Wp=z, until the table of S is completely filled. If redundancy does not appear then the elements determined by words generate an ideal I of index N in a semigroup S. The words numbered by 2,3,...,N determine elements of S not belonging to an ideal I. If redundancy does occur when numbering of remaining words by the integer 0 (some integer different than 0 will be replaced by 0), then the elements of S determined by words numbered by integers 2,3,...,N are not appriopriate. This redundai^y may occur in two cases: a) two equivalent words are between words numbered by different integers, b) belonging of some element of S, determined by one of words w1,...,wp, to an ideal implies that some element of S, numbered previously by an integer different than 0, belongs to this ideal.
We now define three notions which are helpful for a recursive description of a method for finding ideals of index N.
STANDARD SITUATION after i-th stage of the process. 1° Words Sgj-.-jS^ are numbered by integers 2,3,...,k where k=sN., 2° Words wlf...,w are numbered by 0, o 3
Reduncancy, replacing a number of some word by 0, did not occur when numbering words,, 4° There exist not-numbered words.
For i=0 we obtain the standard situation as follows: Words S2»««»»9JJ are numbered by integers 2,...,N, there are no words numbered by 0 and closure does not result.
TESTING in the i+1-st stage of the process. It is the first part of the i+1-st stage of the process. Knowing the standard situation after i-th stage of the process we are testing if there exists an ideal I of index N, such that word determine elements of a semigroup S, not belonging to I and the elements of S determined by words w1f...,wp belonging to I. This testing proceeds as follows s
We mark, in succession, the remaining words with succeeding numbers until the integer N is entered into the To illustrate the determining of the word s, let us assume for example that words
o "c are alpbabeticaly ordered and satisfies the conditions 1 -4 of the standard situation.
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We test this set of words, numbering in succession, the remaining net-numbered words until entering the integer N into the table of S. If closure occurs (case A) and the table of S has r rows completely filled (r<N) then the elements of S determined by words generate an ideal of index r in S. An extension of the set of generators of an ideal is useless. Therefore we reduce this set of generators of an ideal removing the words w p_i» w p* Putting we preserve a numeration of words 02 ,w 1' s 3* *"" ,v, p-3' a k-1 ,w p-2*
We mark the wora s^ with number 0. If redundancy occurs then we repeat this work i.e. we put 1 ^^^ preserving a numeration of words ,s^,...» w p_j w 0 mark a word s^^ with number 0 and so on. If after entering the integer N into the table of S closure does not occur (case B) then we have a set of elements which do not belong to an ideal of index N in S. These elements are determined by words a 2' s 3»*''» s k' a k+1 S N* If there are still not-numbered words then we mark these words with the number 0. If now redundancy appears then we stop and we pass onto determining of the word s.
To obtain the standard situation (a set of words) for testing in the next stage of the process, we put and we preserve a numeration of words
Then, we mark the word SJJ with number 0. If reundancy does not appear then the standard situation is determined. If redundancy appears then we preserve a numeration of words
and putting s=s N _ 1 , we proceed as before until the conditions 1°-4° are satisfied.
The process of determining ideals of index N in S stops if all generators of a presentation n of a semigroup S are numbered by 0.
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Example
Let ja,b; a^=b 2 , a 2 b=baJ be a presentation of a semigroups S. Our method will be used to find all ideals of index 5 in a semigroup S.
Stage I. We fill the rows of the table until integer 5 is entered. The word a is numbered by 2, b -3, aa -4 and ab-5. The word ba is the first not-numbered word. We mark the word ba with number 0 and we add the double -table for Determining the standard situation after the III stage.
Since the case A did occur therefore we put s = s^ = b.
We preserve a numeration of the word a and we mark the word b with number 0. Determining the standard situation after IV stage.
The case A did occur. We put a = 82 = a. We mark this word with number 0.
